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1. Photographing Light Itself

Traditional 2D pictures 
-compared with-

Images of light itself









Photographing Light Itself

Photography of light itself, not of the 3D world

A picture? A movie?...   

It’s a measurement, or a record, of the radiance.



2. Radiance in Geometric 
Optics

The main laws of optics and 
radiance transforms.

Symplectic transforms.



Radiance in Geometric Optics

Compare 2 related parametrizations of rays:

“Two plane” “Location-angle”

st uv x



Two Main Transforms

(1) Light transport through space (ray-shifter)



Two Main Transforms

(2) Lens transform (ray-bender)

The further away from center, the more it bends.



Two Main Transforms

Lens

Transport

Great news:
Any optical transform A can be represented as 
a composition of the above two (matrix product):

For a 3-lens system:   A = T4 L3 T3 L2 T2 L1 T1



Example:

Traditional Film Camera



Example:

Traditional Film Camera

When                            the
image depends on position,
and not on angle. Focusing. 



Additional Note: 

Principal Planes

Gauss has discovered that the matrix for any optical 
transform can be written in the above way as the product of 
some appropriate translation, lens, and translation again. 
This is often expressed as “principal planes”:



Radiance (definitions)

• Intuitively it is the “light-field” or “light itself”

• Energy density in 4D ray-space

• Energy in all small p-cones
(each one from p to p’ ) in a small
q-box ( from q to q’),
perpendicular to p

• Energy in a small
4D cube around (q, p),
divided by the volume



Conservation of Radiance

For the 2 basic transforms the 4D box changes shape, but

volume remains the same



Conservation of Radiance

• Since any optical transform is composition of the above, volume is always 
conserved!

• Since energy is conserved (no absorption),

radiance = (energy) / (volume)

must also be conserved!



Conservation of Radiance

Radiance conservation is the rigorous formulation of the

following statement, sometimes found in papers:

“The light field is constant along each ray”



Additional Notes:

Conservation of Radiance

(1) Similar conservation law in Hamiltonian mechanics
in terms of coordinate q and momentum p: Liouville’s
theorem. As the system evolves in time, volume in 
qp phase space is conserved. State space and particle
systems. Relation to quantum mechanics.

(2) In optics, astronomy, and photography 
radiance conservation is often mentioned 
(or implied in one form or another) in relation to:
Throughput; Barlow lens; 
Teleconverter; F/number



Additional Notes:

Conservation of Radiance

(3) Optical state space is a vector space with optical axis
being the zero vector. Optical devices, like cameras and 
microscopes perform linear transforms.

(4) Optical transforms are symplectic:
They preserve a skew-symmetric dot product 
in qp-space. In terms of that dot product
each ray is orthogonal to itself!

(5) If  A is optical transform,   det A = 1



Radiance Transforms

Optical elements are transformers of radiance in ray space. 

Points in ray space

Radiance before optical transform

Radiance after opt. transform

Any ray x after transform is related to original ray by

Now, because of radiance conservation

Considering

_______________



3. Radiance in 
Frequency Domain
When we move to frequency 
domain, the two optical elements 
switch places: 

lens becomes space; space 
becomes lens



Additional Note:

Radiance Transforms (Frequency Domain)

Converting radiance into frequency representation gives 
us a new tool for analysis, and new power:

A pixel no longer stands by itself, representing a point 
in one single image / slice in 4D radiance.

In frequency domain one pixel can represent multiple images at 
the same time. Again those images are slices 
of the 4D radiance, but now in frequency domain. As we explain 
later, by optically combining multiple frequencies, we achieve 
new and better usage of the sensor.



Radiance Transforms (Frequency Domain)

Radiance in frequency representation:

where and

Next we derive the relation between

and due to optical transform



Radiance Transforms (Frequency Domain)



Radiance Transforms

Main results (summary):

Note: Shear is in the other direction in frequency domain 
due to the transposed matrix. Lens <-> space.

Note: The inverse always exists because det A = 1.



4. Light-field Cameras
Pinhole camera
Ives’ camera
Lippmann’s camera
MERL camera
Adobe camera - arrays of lenses and prisms



Pinhole camera

One single optical element: space

Switches angle and position. Captures angular distribution of radiance.



Homework: “2F camera”

This is the lens generalization of the pinhole camera.
There are three optical elements:  space, lens, space

Scene

Homework solutions will be posted.

Show that

D is the aperture diameter.



Homework: Traditional film camera

Three optical elements:  space, lens, space

Show that

Homework solutions will be posted.



Ives’ Camera     

Patented 1903
Array of pinholes at image plane



Ives’ Camera     

Patented 1903
Array of pinholes at image plane



Ives’ Camera     

At the image plane:

Multiplexing in space:

Each pinhole image captures
angular distribution of radiance.
All images together describe
The complete 4D radiance.



Homework: Prove it by writing the Fourier series of L.H.S.

Homework: Prove 

Poisson sum formula

Ives’ Camera: 
Multiplexing in Frequency

Homework solutions will be posted.

“train of delta functions = train of frequencies”



Ives’ Camera: 
Multiplexing in Frequency

Transposed translation f



Band limited radiance

Veeraraghavan’s idea:

Ives’ Camera:                
Multiplexing in Frequency

MERL “Heterodyning”



Ives’ camera: Multiplexing in frequency     



Ives’ camera: Multiplexing in frequency     



Ives’ camera: Multiplexing in frequency     



Lippmann’s Camera

In 1908 he introduced 
Integral Photography:

A lens improvement to 
Ives’ camera. The first
real light-field camera!



Lippmann’s Camera

Space multiplexing: 
A “2F camera” replaces each pinhole camera in Ives’

design. “Lenses instead of pinholes”.



Additional Notes:

Lippmann’s Camera – “Heterodyning”

Frequency multiplexing or “heterodyning” analysis will be 
done in two steps:

(1) Consider array of shifted pinhole-prisms with constant shift a, 
and prism angle a/f

(2) Superposition of arrays with different shifts to implement 
microlenses as Fresnel lenses.



Additional Notes:

Lippmann’s Camera – “Heterodyning”

Homework:

Starting from the above expression, derive the radiance 
at the focal plane, and show that at zero angular frequency 
it becomes:

Homework solutions will be posted.



Lippmann’s Camera – “Heterodyning”

Thanks to Ren Ng for providing the lightfield image.

Video: Integral camera with frequency multiplexing



A transparency, superposition of cos
terms, is placed at distance f from 
the sensor. Consider for example:

MERL Camera

Homework solutions will be posted.

Homework: Derive the expression for the radiance 
at the sensor:

Ashok Veeraraghavan



Input:

Adobe Version of MERL Camera



Output:

Adobe Version of MERL Camera



Arrays of Lenses and Prisms

The most popular light-field 
camera is simply an array 
of conventional cameras.

Alternatively, an array 
of lenses with a common 
sensor.



Arrays of Lenses and Prisms

Prism transform

Shifted lens

Lens + prism

Shifting cameras from the optical axis means: We need to 
extend the vector space treatment to affine space treatment. 



Adobe Camera –
Arrays of Lenses and Prisms

Camera designs based on the above idea:





Recommended reading

Reading material has been selected 
for its educational value. Many important
references have been dropped in the effort 
to make this reading list short.



Reading material

http://www.cs.umd.edu/class/spring2005/cmsc828v/papers/p31-levoy.pdf
http://www.cs.utah.edu/classes/cs5610/handouts/lumigraph.pdf
GERRARD A., BURCH J. M.: Introduction to matrix methods in optics.
GUILLEMIN V., STERNBERG S.: Symplectic techniques in physics.
http://www.tgeorgiev.net/IntegralView.pdf
http://physics.nist.gov/Divisions/Div844/manual/studymanual.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hamiltonian_mechanics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liouville's_theorem_(Hamiltonian)
http://portal.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=344779.344932
http://portal.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1073320
IVES F., US Patent 725,567. (Year: 1903)
http://www.merl.com/people/raskar/Mask/
http://www.tgeorgiev.net/Radiance/
LIPPMANN, G., Epreuves reversibles, J. Phys. 7, pp 821-825, (1908)



Reading material

http://www.integralresource.org/Integral_History.pdf
http://web.mit.edu/persci/people/adelson/pub_pdfs/plenoptic.pdf
http://graphics.stanford.edu/papers/lfcamera/
http://graphics.stanford.edu/papers/CameraArray/
http://www.tgeorgiev.net/Spatioangular.pdf
http://www.tgeorgiev.net/RadianceCameras/FrequencyMultiplexing.pdf

Homepage of this course, including homework problem solutions:
http://www.tgeorgiev.net/RadianceCameras/


